Vanilla Rice Stream

In each sentence below, two words do not make sense—but they rhyme with words that would make sense in their place. For example, “West ends are forever” doesn’t make sense, but “Best friends are forever” does. The words best friends replace words they rhyme with, west ends. In another example, “There’s a lot of water in the Specific Motion” becomes “There’s a lot of water in the Pacific Ocean.” Can you replace two words in each of the sentences below with words that rhyme with them—and that make the sentence make sense?

1. Honest people do not sell pies.
   Change ________  ________ to ________  ________

2. Wow! She just jumped into the dimming school!
   Change ________  ________ to ________  ________

3. For lunch they had hamburgers and bench flies.
   Change ________  ________ to ________  ________

4. My chin blisters were born ten minutes apart.
   Change ________  ________ to ________  ________

5. She told me that Moon thirst is her birthday.
   Change ________  ________ to ________  ________

6. Everyone should be able to drink safe water and breathe green hair.
   Change ________  ________ to ________  ________

7. My favorite dessert is vanilla rice stream.
   Change ________  ________ to ________  ________

8. Strong democracy depends on chair selections.
   Change ________  ________ to ________  ________

9. I love taking quiet walks in nature without my bell bone.
   Change ________  ________ to ________  ________

10. Often, the best way to apologize is to be sincere and say, “Time starry.”
    Change ________  ________ to ________  ________

11. Everyone rides bikes or walks to our school, so the barking pot is usually empty.
    Change ________  ________ to ________  ________

12. The test questions were hard, but I knew all the night dancers.
    Change ________  ________ to ________  ________
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1. Change night dances to dark dances
2. Change selling pie to telling lies
3. Change dimming school to swimming pool
4. Change bench flies to french fries
5. Change chin blisters to twin sisters
6. Change moon thirst to June first
7. Change green hair to clean air
8. Change rice stream to ice cream
9. Change chair selections to fair elections
10. Change bell bone to cell phone
11. Change barking pot to parking lot
12. Change time starry to I'm sorry